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management. He is also experienced in defining and
managing advisory projects in public administration and
business. As a lecturer, he cooperates on a regular basis with the University of Warsaw,
Collegium Civitas and Lazarski University, and many others. He is entitled to act as a
member of the supervisory boards of companies whose shares are held by the State
Treasury. He is experienced in supervising municipal heating companies. He published
articles on public management in such periodicals as “Rzeczy Wspólne”, “W sieci”,
“Wprost”. He developed his personal accomplishments through pro publico bono activities
by leading a think tank of the Republican Foundation as a co-author and expert, concerning
especially the role the State Treasury companies play in realizing the objectives of the
state, managing public sector in the context of focusing on development goals, and
supporting national economic expansion through cooperation carried out within public
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